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Abstrakt
Neuronové sítě jsou dnes jeden z nejúspěšnějších modelů pro strojové učení. Můžeme je
nalézt v autonomínch robotických systémech, v rozpoznávání objektů i řeči, predikci a
mnoha jiných odvětvích umělé inteligence. Tato práce seznámí čtenáře s tímto modelem
a jeho rozšířením, které se používá pro rozpoznávání objektů. Posléze popisuje aplikaci
těchto konvolučních neuronových sítí(CNNs) pro klasifikaci obrazků na datasetech Cal-
tech101 a Cifar-10. Na příkladu této aplikace diskutuje a měří efektivnost různých technik
používaných v CNNs. Výsledky ukazují, že tyto sítě jsou bez dalších rozšíření schopné
dosáhnout 80% přesnosti na datasetu Cifar-10 a 37% přesnosti na datasetu Caltech101.
Abstract
Neural networks are one of the state-of-the-art models for machine learning today. One
may found them in autonomous robot systems, object and speech recognition, prediction
and many others AI tasks. The thesis describes this model and its extension which is
used in an object recognition. Then explains an application of a convolutional neural
networks(CNNs) in an image recognition on Caltech101 and Cifar10 datasets. Using this
exemplar application, the thesis discusses and measures efficiency of techniques used in
CNNs. Results show that the convolutional networks without advanced extensions are able
to reach a 80% recognition accuracy on Cifar-10 and a 37% accuracy on Caltech101.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The key to successfully recognize objects in images is the ability to find appropriate fea-
ture representations. Many current approaches use hand-crafted features coupled with a
trainable classifier. To reach further improvement for these methods one has to hand-craft
more advanced features. Unfortunately, designing features for complex entities is very dif-
ficult, and thus progress of these methods in areas such as multi-spectral images, video,
motion, etc. is slow and work-intesive. In order to succeed in these areas one needs to
be able to represent data as a complex abstractions. The natural way to represent them
is by using deep architectures which contain multiple layers of gradually more complex
features. Deep learning methods offer an automatic learning for such architectures from
presented inputs [6]. In my thesis, I successfully use convolutional neural networks(CNNs)
as deep architectures learned by backpropagation algorithm as an object recognition tool
for images.
Deep learning is nowadays the state-of-the-art method in many AI tasks and is based on
theories developed by cognitive neuroscientists about learning dynamics in the human brain,
thus providing us an interesting biological connection [24]. The ability to take advantages
from a lot of computational power makes this method promising for future development
[21]. Deep learning is also included in MIT top-10 breakthroughs technologies of 2013 [10].
Deep architecture is often realized as an artificial neural network. An artificial neu-
ral network is a learning model inspired by the central nervous systems. This model in
computational neuroscience is used to gain knowledge about processes in the human brain.
Nowadays, artificial neural networks are successful in many areas. The NASA Intelligent
Flight Control System enables pilot to maintain control and safely land damaged aircraft.
Stanford computer scientists implemented this model into RC helicopters. The helicopters
were able to mimic the most advanced flying control tasks and autonomously perform them.
The DARPA SyNAPSE program is trying to build a computer whose architecture is similar
to a brain. Such a computer is intended for use in robots with intelligence of similar to
mouse or a cat. Ilya Sutskever created a network which by reading Wikipedia was able to
understand some syntax and semantics of the English language [28].
Computer vision is one of the main domains for neural networks and historically the
first practical successes in deep learning for this system were proven in digit recognition by
Yann LeCun [17]. By consistently taking prizes from vision competitions, the deep CNNs
are nowadays considered as the state-of-the-art technique for this subject [14]. These specific
neural networks are referred to as convolutional neural networks. Interestingly enough, this
model is inspired by Hubel Wiesel’s experiments on primate visual cortex and thus mim-
ics the most powerful vision system known [11]. Wiesel’s experiments showed that when
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they projected patterns in front of a cat at different angles, different neurons responded.
The same happened for dark and light patterns. These neurons are referred to as simple
cells and their primary function is the edge detection. Other neurons termed complex cells
responded to those patters regardless of their spatial variance. These types of cells cre-
ate hierarchy where complex cells receive input from simple cells and their receptive field
is a summation of simple cells receptive fields. CNNs are using multiple stages of sim-
ple/complex cells combination to gradually express more complex feature representations
in this deep architecture [19].
My thesis describes experiments with various techniques and parameters of CNNs. I
worked with natural image datasets Cifar-10 and Caltech101. The learning of neural net-
works can be sometimes challenging. Many meta-parameters have to be set, which require
lot of knowledge as well as a great deal of experimenting. My experiments showed effective-
ness of some methods for this subject and for the most part agreed with popular opinions.
I successfully trained such networks to perform object recognition on these datasets. My
models on Cifar-10 are able to recognize images with accuracy close to the best models on
this dataset [13].
Chapters 2 to 4 focus on the theoretical description of a neural network model. At the
beginning of this description, one may find some basics about the machine learning and
classification. Followed by non-linear hypothesis which points on problem of a difficulty
to design appropriate features by hand mentioned at the beginning of this chapter. This
problem resulted in the need of complex models like neural networks in order to learn and
represent data features. The end of this theoretical section describes difference between a
classical neural network and a CNN. In chapter 6 one may find a detailed description of
the experiments.
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Chapter 2
Basic principles of classification
2.1 Logistic regression
Logistic Regression is a statistical model, which is used as a simple classification algorithm
and as a basic building block of deep neural networks for building hierarchies of non-linear
representations [22]. The base of this algorithm is a linear function of inputs followed by a
sigmoid non-linearity which maps the outputs to the range 0-1 (eq:2.1).
hθ(x) =
1
1 + e−(θx)
(2.1)
The input is referred to as x and the parameter θ represents model weights. The output
of this equation is sometimes called a hypothesis. The addition of a threshold makes the
model able to classify the output to one of two classes, creating a binary decision unit.
For the purpose of illustration, lets define the training data to contain two features x1
and x2 and each sample from those data belongs to one of the two classes. The non-linear
boundary, built by multiplication of the model weight and input, is shown in figure 2.1. The
green triangles are data belonging to the first class, the yellow ones are data belonging to
the second class. In example with the threshold 0.5, the function predicts 1 if x21+x
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2−1 ≥ 0
otherwise 0.
In case that the boundary did not fit data correctly one has to set penalization for wrong
answers and subsequently tune model weights. This penalization for logistic regression
models is expressed by a cost function, which is derived from the statistical principle of
maximum likelihood estimation.
hθ(x) = θ0 + θ1x1 + θ2x2 + θ3x3 + θ4x4
θ =
[−1 0 0 1 1]
Figure 2.1: Picture of decision boundary which is able to correctly classify data.
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cost(hθ(x), t) = −tlog(hθ(x))− (1− t)log(1− hθ(x))
cost(hθ(x), t) =
{ −log(hθ(x)) if t = 1
−log(1− hθ(x)) if t = 0
(2.2)
The parameter t stands for the target (correct) value on data sample. The cost function
penalizes hypothesis for wrong answers based on model confidence. Plotting this function,
one may see that the cost for wrong answers is exponentially growing to infinite and the
cost for correct answers is 0. This gives suitable gradients, which are later used to optimize
model weights [8]. Minimizing the cost function for entire data set (m stands for one
training case) is done by equation below.
J(θ) =
1
m
m∑
i=1
cost(hθ(x)
i, ti) (2.3)
Multiclass classification uses one-vs-all method, sometimes called one-vs-rest [22]. This
method divides a classification problem into a set of binary classification problems and
trains multiple classifiers (number of classifiers is the same as the number of classes c) each
one produces own hcθ(x). Without threshold application, all logistic units compute the
probability of hcθ(x) = c. As an output is picked the most certain classifier.
2.2 Gradient descent
Gradient descent is an optimization algorithm which tunes model parameters in order to
minimize a cost function. Having a convex cost function guaranties that this function has
only one minimum - a global minimum. If the cost function is not convex, gradient descend
may find a sub-optimal solution by ending up in a local minimum. Algorithm changes
initialized weights θ according to effect of each weight on wrong predictions.
setLearningRate;
initializeModelParameters;
repeat
tmpθ = θ − α ∂∂θJ(θ);
θ = tmpθ;
until converge;
Algorithm 1: Gradient descent algorithm with simultaneous weight update
The parameter α is a learning rate and influences step size. The derivative term is a
direction of the steepest descent. The algorithm implements simultaneous update of weights
since updating one weight affects rest of them. The parameter α is usually initialized with
a small number like 0.001 [22]. Setting the learning rate too high makes it possible to
overshoot a function minimum, and the algorithm may fail to converge or even diverge.
With a proper (small enough) learning rate fixed, the algorithm guarantees to continuously
converge because the partial derivatives get gradually smaller. Choosing the learning rate
too small makes the algorithm converge very slowly.
To test that gradient descent is working correctly, one may plot a cost function as a
number of epochs (epoch is one run over a training set). The cost function value should
decrease every iteration. In order speed up Gradient descent, one may use data normal-
ization techniques such as Mean normalization and Feature scaling [8]. Gradient descent
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is not the only algorithm which can minimize model parameters. Methods like conjugate
gradient, BFGS, L-BFGS are more complex solution for this problem.
2.2.1 L2 Regularization
Learning model with gradient descent algorithm adjusts his functionality by choosing cor-
rect weights. The goal of this learning is to extract just enough knowledge to make the
model generalize on unseen data. Phenomena of overfitting occurs, when model learns very
complicated terms on training data and is unable to perform on test data. L2 regularization
is a technique which reduces the magnitude of weights by adding a sum of squares of all
weights to cost function.
− 1
m
[
m∑
i=1
tilog(hθ(x
i)) + (1− ti)(1− log(hθ(xi)))] + λ
2m
n∑
j=1
θ2j (2.4)
In principle, this additional formula forces model to learn simpler hypotheses and pos-
sibly generalize better [22]. Parameter λ is a regularization term that controls the trade-off
between fitting data well and keeping magnitude of weights small.
2.2.2 Early stopping
Early stopping is a regularization technique which reduces overfitting by controlling im-
provements in model generalization. This control needs to be performed on validation set.
The validation set is not used during Gradient descent learning and neither in the testing
phase. It is used to estimate performance of the learned model on the test data [22]. When
the performance on validation set stops improving, the gradient descent learning stops. The
model which achieved the best performance on validation test is used for actual testing.
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Chapter 3
Neural networks
3.1 Non-linear hypothesis
Logistic regression can be easily extended to produce non-linear decision boundaries by
adding higher polynomials of input features (or their other transformations) as new addi-
tional features. The problem with such approach is that the feature transformations are
fixed and have to be chosen by hand, and the final number of such new features could become
prohibitively large [22]. Many machine-learning tasks require huge amount of complicated
features to learn properly. Deeper neural networks are able to mitigate such problems by
learning suitable features.
3.2 Architecture
The basic computational unit of neural networks is a neuron. A real neural cell can have
multiple inputs called dendrites or dendritic tree. Their task is to collect signals from
synapses. The output is called an axon and is only one for each neuron but it can branch
multiple times. Axon leads signal from his neuron further to synapses of other neurons.
Neurons influence each other. To which degree, depends on the strength of synapses among
them. This strength can dynamically change while observing new things. By this adapta-
tion, a neural network learns to perform useful computations.
An artificial neuron models the synaptic strength by weights. These weights are also
Figure 3.1: Picture of a biological neuron. Taken from: [3].
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Figure 3.2: Picture of an artificial neuron.
called the parameters and are represented by numbers assigned to each input connection.
Take note of the extra bias term which allows us to set a threshold for a logistic neuron
activation function.
z = b+
j∑
i=1
wixi y =
1
1 + e−z
(3.1)
This function multiplies an input by its weights and adds the bias term. A non-linear
function is subsequently applied to the result. If an artificial neuron had the logistic acti-
vation function, he would be equal to a logistic regression unit.
Neural networks can be complex architectures composed of single or multiple types of
neurons. The most common architecture is a feed-forward neural network (fig:3.3). This is
a standard architecture for an object recognition [19] and one that I use in my experiments.
The first layer is an input layer, the last layer is an output layer. The layers in between
are hidden layers. If there is more than one hidden layer this architecture is called deep
neural network. Each layer computes an activation functions for its neurons by applying
weights and a non-linear functions on activations coming from the layers below.
Another architecture is a recurrent neural network. These models are much more pow-
erful than feed-forward networks [8]. They contain a directed cycles among connections
which makes them suitable for modeling sequential data. In addition, they have the ability
to remember information for a long time and are more biologically realistic. There are
many more architectures, usually deviations from these two above. My thesis focus only
on description of the feed forward networks suitable for an object recognition.
Figure 3.3: Picture of a feed-forward neural network.
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3.3 Learning
While learning, a neural network is converting its input into a set of features and these fea-
tures to a final hypothesis. Features are represented by neuron activations. The parameters
of complex feed-forward neural networks can be optimized similarly to logistic regression by
Gradinet descent algorithm. For the gradient descent to be useful an efficient method for
estimating gradients for deep neural networks has to be available. The gradients measure
what impact change of each weight would have on a cost function. This method is called
backpropagation [8]. Learning of a neural network might take very long. However, trained
network is very fast and suitable for real-time operations.
There are different approaches how to learn a neural network. A supervised learning,
which I used for training previous logistic regression model, contains training samples with
a correction to control learning. It is common for classification and regression tasks. In an
unsupervised learning, model is learned only on raw data without correction. This type
is trying to find a good internal representation for presented data. Common practice is
to use autoencoders for weight initialization, and then fine-tune them with the supervised
learning.
3.3.1 Cost function
Neural networks in this thesis optimize the multinomial logistic regression objective some-
times called the cross entropy cost function [8].
− 1
m
[
m∑
i=1
K∑
k=1
tiklog(hθ(x
i))k + (1− tik)(1− log(hθ(xi))k)] (3.2)
The cost for this function is a negative log probability of the correct answer. This
function is a generalization of previous logistic regression cost function for a multi-class
classification [22]. Considering a classification problem with more than just two classes, the
optimization objective works with two vectors. The first vector belongs to an output layer
of a neural network and represents hypothesis of every output unit. The second vector is a
correction signal. The cost function with addition of the L2 regularization formula is:
− 1
m
[
m∑
i=1
K∑
k=1
tiklog(hθ(x
i))k + (1− tik)(1− log(hθ(xi))k)] +
λ
2m
L∑
l=1
U∑
u=1
U+1∑
w=1
(θluw)
2 (3.3)
The cross entropy cost function fits maximum likelihood learning for multinomial logistic
regression. Another frequently used objective is the squared error cost function.
1
2m
m∑
i=1
(hθ(x
i)− ti)2 (3.4)
It is frequently used in a combination with linear units for regression tasks. Logistic
units combined with the squared error cost function give much worse gradients [8].
3.3.2 Softmax layer
The softmax layer is used in classification tasks where object can belong exclusively to
only one of multiple classes - in contrast to multinomial logistic regression, where single
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object can belong to multiple classes. This layer computes a probability distribution over
all exclusive classes. The activation function is ez. The sum over all neurons activations yi
must be 1. This is achieved by normalizing the outputs.
yi =
ez
m∑
i=1
ezi
(3.5)
3.3.3 Backpropagation
Deep neural networks for multi-class classification contains many layer with a final softmax
layer, which represents computed probability distribution over all mutually exclusive classes.
The hidden layers contain learned features expressed by logistic neuron activations. In or-
der to make Gradient descent work, one may need to compute the partial derivative terms
(alg:1). Backpropagation is an effective algorithm to compute these partial derivatives for
deep architectures [8]. The algorithm measures how much a cost function is influenced by
changes in a neuron activation. This activation can have various effects on other activa-
tions, therefore many different effects on a cost function. These effects must be combined.
The backpropagation procedure is very similar to a forward pass, which computes neuron
activations and a network output for presented sample.
Throughout the equations below I consider a deep neural network which optimizes the
multinomial logistic regression objective. Such network contains the softmax output layer
and neurons in hidden layers have the logistic activation function.
At the beginning, backpropagation computes how the cost function changes when a
neural network changes its output for training case m:
∂Jm
∂ym
=
ym − tm
ym(1− ym) (3.6)
The equation below further computes, how an output of a softmax unit i is influenced
when the input zi of this unit changes:
∂yi
∂zi
= yi(1− yi) (3.7)
In order to compute how the cost function changes with respect of the input of a softmax
unit i, one needs to use chain rule:
∂J
∂zi
=
∑
j
∂J
∂yj
∂yj
∂zi
= yi − ti (3.8)
The summation term is combining effect of changes in the input zi on the activation yj
in a softmax layer.
The derivatives with respect of weights and activations leading from layer below are
computed as follows:
∂z
∂yi
= wi
∂z
∂wi
= yi (3.9)
Extending this chain rule allows to compute error derivatives of every weight in a neural
network on presented training case.
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3.3.4 Model initialization
A neural networks need to initialize their weights randomly in order to force neurons com-
pute different features. This problem is referred to as a symmetry breaking. Neurons
initialized with the same bias and the same incoming and outgoing weights get same gradi-
ents even after running Gradient descent. These initial values are set to random numbers
close to zero. Hinton [8] suggests that these numbers should be chosen as a proportion to a
square root of unit fan-in. A neural network requires to set a lot of hyperparameters to work
well: the number of layer, the number of units, the initialization values, the learning rate,
a momentum etc. Unfortunately, these hyperparameters differ from a task to a task and
finding good ones takes a lot of searching. Bayesian optimization is an automatic way to
tune model to sensible settings, which recently outperformed an expert human performance
on an object recognition task [27].
3.3.5 Scaling gradient descent for large dataset
Running the default version of Gradient descent with a large dataset might be very computa-
tionally expensive. The problem is that in order to make a step toward the steepest descent,
the algorithm requires to compute an average cost for the whole training set (eq:2.3). This
is called batch gradient descent and may use a lot of memory during computation.
Contrary to batch gradient descent, stochastic gradient descent updates weights after
every training sample. It is very important to randomly shuﬄe dataset first to make training
generalize. Stochastic gradient descent is a much faster version (particularly when dataset
contains highly redundant data) than the batch gradient descent because the algorithm
makes many parameter updates during one loop over a training set.
Alternatively, a mini-batch gradient descent uses batches of several training examples
and updates weights after each mini-batch. The mini-batch gradient descent with proper
vectorized implementation might be even faster than stochastic gradient descent [22]. While
running the stochastic or the mini-batch gradient descent, some weight changes increase
overall cost function. However, such deviations are corrected by subsequent updates on
other parts of the training set. This is not a big deal because both versions are much faster
than the batch learning.
Another way to speed-up the learning is to choose proper a learning rate α according to
the error rate. If an error rate fluctuates, then it is a good idea to turn down α to stabilize
the learning. On the other hand, when an error rate continuously decreases, increasing the
learning rate will speed up the learning. At the end of a mini-batch learning it is always a
good idea to reduce α to reduce weight fluctuation in the end of learning.
3.4 Momentum method
Today commonest recipe for neural networks learning uses mini-batch gradient descent
combined with momentum [8]. Momentum is a method which reduces gradient fluctuation
and amplifies the size of steps in which gradients are stable. A good way to imagine
its function is by a parallel with an effort to change the direction of a moving ball. It will
deflect, but its velocity makes it partly continue in its previous direction. First, this method
compute velocity on training sample t which is used to update model weights.
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v(t) = ωv(t− 1)− α∂J
∂θ
δθ(t) = v(t)
(3.10)
Current gradient will increase previous velocity, which is decaying by ω parameter setted
slightly lower than 1. At the start of a training it is good to set momentum to a small value
(e.g. 0.5) because gradients in this phase may highly fluctuate [8]. When learning settles, it
is good idea to raise momentum to its final value (0.9, 0.99). A nice quality of momentum
is that it allows us to use higher learning rates.
3.5 Dropout
Dropout is a new technique which reduces overfitting by taking geometric mean from pre-
dictions of many models without separately training them [7]. Presenting a training case
to a neural net dropout randomly omit each neuron in hidden layers with probability 0.5.
Doing this is forcing a neuron to adapt its activation with different neurons every time a
training case is presented. This makes it to more likely learn something useful and not rely
on opinions of its siblings so heavily. A combination of models is a good way to reduce a
test error particularly if model predictions differ a lot. On each presentation of a training
case, one may sample the predictions from one of the 2U (U stands for the number of hidden
units) models. During the learning phase all these models share weights. At the test time,
halving all hidden units outgoing weights efficiently computes approximation of a geometric
mean of the predictions of all 2U models.
The same trick is applied to the input layers in denoising autoencoders. This prevents
the autoencoder to learn the identity rather than the features. Hinton suggests that it
is better to use model that has high variance (is likely to overfit) and combine it with a
dropout than a smaller model with smaller capacity [8].
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Chapter 4
Convolutional neural networks
The CNNs are feed-forward neural networks which contains combinations of convolutional
layers and pooling/subsampling layers (sec:4.1). The goal of convolutional neural networks
is to learn suitable filters for given visual tasks. Each filter is implemented as an artificial
neuron with restricted connectivity only to a subset of neurons (local receptive field). To
detect features regardless of their position in visual field, filters are replicated to cover visual
field entirely. Replicated filters form a feature map. Each filter shares weight and bias with
its siblings in same map.
In literature [19] these networks are often called Multi-stage Hubel Wiesel models, re-
ferring that this architecture mimics the functionality of simple and complex cells. Having
multiple stages of feature detectors seems a very natural approach for a computer vision
to recognize objects. At the bottom of this architecture feature detectors might recognize
edges, in the layers above motifs and towards the end objects [12]. Each stage of this
Multi-stage Hubel Wiesel architecture contains a filter bank layer, a non-linearity layer and
a pooling layer. The filters learned by the first stage often resemble previously hand crafted
filters known to be in some aspect optimal [20](e.g. Gabor wavelets fig:4.1).
4.1 Architecture
A filter bank layer contains a set of maps, where every map is filled with copies of one
feature detector. These maps entirely cover the input space and their output represents
extracted features at all locations of the input. A feature detector is a neuron with shared
weights with its siblings in one map. A nice property of weight sharing is that it massively
reduces the number of free parameters to work with in our network [18]. Usually it is very
expensive to use filters under different scales and orientations in map. Much easier solution
is to transform input data.
A non-linearity layer encodes features by applying a non-linear function. A common
Figure 4.1: Learned filters in first stage
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Figure 4.2: Common architecture of CNN: convolutional layers are followed by pool-
ing/subsampling. Taken from: [16].
function is logistic sigmoid but recent experiments showed that a rectified sigmoid might be
superior [5]. Usually, it is in combination with a rectified sigmoid, or any other unbounded
function, used response normalization. This normalization enforces the competition among
features in the same location [7].
A pooling layer works with each map separately. It takes region of feature detectors
activities and encodes them to more complex features. During this process it also reduces
resolution of an input. The pooling process (subsampling) provides us slight spatial invari-
ance. Downside of this technique is that it loses information about the precise position of
detected features. This can be overcome to some extend by making this pooling regions
overlap.
On top of this staged architecture, it is common to have several fully connected layers
in front of our softmax layer, which represents vectors of learned features (fig:4.2).
4.2 Learning
The supervised learning of CNNs is usually done by using the mini-batch gradient descent
with momentum. The gradients are computed with a slightly modified backpropagation
algorithm. The dropout is in CNNs less effective due to weight sharing. However, large
CNNs still benefit from this technique [7]. The unsupervised learning is used as a pretraining
for enhancing the performance and a good weight initialization for the supervised fine tuning
[25]. The modified backpropagation algorithm implements the weight sharing by adding
a linear constraint to computed gradients (eq:4.1). The weight initialization and gradient
computation are the same as for feed-forward neural networks.
∂J
∂θtied
=
∂J
∂θ1
+
∂J
∂θ2
(4.1)
4.2.1 Rectified linear unit
Rectified linear units are seen as a better alternative to logistic units in recognition tasks.
Allowing neural networks to get a sparse representation of an input makes them train faster
and learn better features. Their disadvantage is that they have an unbounded activation,
so adding weight constraint is recommended.
z = b+
j∑
i=1
wixi a =
{
z if z > 0
0 otherwise
(4.2)
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Glorot mentioned that the un-supervised pre-training is less effective with rectified ac-
tivations in contrary to other non-linearities [5]. This prove that a network with rectified
linear units is more likely to find better local minima. Jarrett showed that using rectification
is crucial to obtain good results in recognition systems [12].
4.2.2 Pooling
The most common pooling operations are maximum and average. The maximum pooling is
considered superior by providing a faster learning and better generalization [26]. Boureau
et. al. [2] showed that pooling is dependent on presented data. For some recognition
problems neither maximum nor average pooling are the best solution. Some CNNs do not
use pooling [19]. Instead, they use stride between feature detectors larger than 1 to reduce
resolution.
4.3 Response normalization
Response normalization layer forces competition between neighbouring neuron activations.
This is particularly useful when using unbounded activations, because this normalization
permits to detect large activations and ignore smaller ones. Activities can be normalized
within the same map or across adjacent feature maps. Response normalization implements
form of a lateral inhibition found in a biological neural system.
f(aix,y) =
aix,y(
1 +
i+N/2∑
j=i−N/2
α(ajx,y)2
)β (4.3)
4.4 What is missing in convolutional neural networks
CNNs are able to successfully learn feature representations. However, during the pooling
process they lose precise spatial information of active features. They are able to learn parts
of the human body and then recognize these bodies, but they can hardly assign identities
to those bodies. Making pool region overlaps helps to some extend [9]. Another flaw is
that they are not able to understand appearance changes caused by different view point
position. This leads into need of huge datasets with duplicated samples under different
scales and orientations.
The american psychologist Irvin Rock has brought the evidence, that the human visual
system uses coordinate frames to represent shapes. Having presented an object, people
can immediately recognize its rotations by using the right coordinate frame. People also
know about precise spatial relations among object parts. The solution presented by Hinton
suggests making neural network represent pose vectors [9].
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Chapter 5
Cuda-convnet framework
This chapter focuses on the description of cuda-convnet framework written by Alex Krizhevsky
[13], which I used throughout my experiments. For proper evaluation of effects each tech-
nique had on trained CNNs, I had to repetitively train such networks multiple times. The
framework enabled me to effectively train CNNs on a GPU and compare different techniques
used during training and preprocessing. Experiments on Caltech101 dataset required to add
an additional functionality to this framework.
Cuda-convnet framework is a fast C++/CUDA implementation of feed-forward neural
networks. The framework can model arbitrary network connectivity and depth. Training
is done by using the mini-batch gradient learning with the backpropagation algorithm and
networks are able to learn on any squared sized images. The framework requires to run
on Fermi or newer generation of GPUs and is shipped with functionality only for Cifar-10
dataset.
5.1 User interface
To define a neural network architecture one has to define two configuration files. The
first is a definition file which describes network architecture. The definition file contains
descriptions for a cost function, layers, neurons and a network connectivity. The second
is a parametrization file. The parametrization file contains the network parameters which
can be changed while a neural network is training. This feature allows to control flow of
the training. The framework expects data to be broken into batches.
The training of a neural network is executed by the convnet script. This script requires
defined neural network and prepared data for training and testing. While training, the
framework saves a checkpoint for trained neural networks to a selected folder. Such check-
point can be used to resume the training or view a progress of the learning. The shownet
script enables visualization of the learning process. The script requires saved checkpoint
and is able to print a cost function, view learned filters or print predictions.
5.2 Extending framework functionality to Caltech101 dataset
To extend framework functionality to another dataset one needs to define an additional
data provider which pre-processes and provides images for networks. The data provider
is implemented as a python class. The framework contains DataProvider class as a basis
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for building specific providers. Data specific providers inherit from DataProvider class and
need to define following functions:
• get next batch - returns data matrix and label vector
• get data dims - returns data dimensionality of matrices returned by get next batch
• get num classes - returns number of classes in dataset
• (optional) get plotable data - returns images for plotting predictions in pylab
My implementation of the get next batch function expects batches as python pickled
objects. I chose this solution because an image preprocessing during the network training
slows computation. For this purpose I use external scripts to divide dataset into batches,
pre-process images (size alignment, grayscale conversion, normalization) and create pickled
objects from batches. The pickled batches contains images as single-precision flatten arrays.
Their labels are stored in a separate array with the corresponding indexes.
The get next batch function loads a pickled batch and applies several data transforma-
tions in order to prepare data for a neural network:
• the labels vector must have dimensionality 1×(number of cases)
• the labels vector must contain single-precision floats
• the data matrix must be C-ordered with dimensions (data dimensionality)×(number
of cases)
• the data matrix must consist of single-precision floats
Having images stored as flatten arrays, the function only needs to transpose a data
matrix in order to reach the proper format. Labels are reshaped and converted to single-
precision floats by applying reshape and require functions from the Numpy python library.
Finally, the get next batch function returns these matrices with current batch number and
epoch.
The get data dims function simply returns a squared image size multiplied by a number
of image channels. The function get plotable data has to rewind all matrix transformations
done by the get next batch function and during an image pre-processing. A new data
provider needs to be registered in the convnet script.
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Chapter 6
Experiments
To verify that system is suitable for image recognition in real world tasks one may use
natural image datasets. Those datasests contain pictures with a variety of objects, back-
grounds, positioning, posing and lightning. While humans are able to cope with this kind
of variations, it is still a challenge for artificial systems. My experiments focus on testing
variety of techniques, which can enhance performance of CNNs: like different architectures,
units and hyperparameters. The graphs show the progress of the learning process - values
of error rate in consecutive epochs on training and testing data. The tables show the error
rate on testing data as an average taken from four trained models. The convolutional layer
followed by pooling layer is referred to as a stage (chap:4).
6.1 Cifar-10
The CIFAR-10 dataset contains 60,000 colour images with fixed size of 32× 32 pixels [15].
The images are divided into 10 equally big classes and redistributed among 5 training
batches and 1 testing batch in the way to have 5,000 images per class for training and the
rest for testing. The best system on this dataset uses a CNN with Bayesian optimization
and achieves 85% classification accuracy [27].
Figure 6.1: Examples of pictures from Cifar-10 dataset
6.2 Models on Cifar-10
The dataset is preprocessed by subtracting mean intensity value of each image. CNNs are
repeatedly trained on the first 5 batches and tested on the last 6th batch over 60 epochs.
In the last 20 epochs I reduce the learning rate by a factor of 10. Further training does not
improve the recognition accuracy of my networks.
The first experiments focus on finding a suitable architecture of the CNN. The convolu-
tional layers contain 32 feature maps. Filters in these layers are set to the size of 5×5 pixels
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40 epochs 60 epochs
one stage 64% 64%
two stages 31% 24%
three stages 28% 23%
four stages 90% 90%
Table 6.1: The comparison of models with a different number of stages.
40 epochs 60 epochs
two stages + locally connected layer 24% 22%
two stages + two locally connected layers 24% 23%
three stages + locally connected layer 61% 59%
Table 6.2: Two-stage model with locally connected layers.
with rectification non-linearity. This setting is chosen according to previous experiments
done on this dataset [13]. Results show that models with two stages perform better than
models with only one stage (tab:6.1). One-stage models have not enough capacity to fit the
data well. Comparing two-stage and three-stage models, one may see that they perform
very similarly. Four-stage models are unable to learn on this dataset.
The addition of locally connected layers further accelerates learning for two-stage models
(tab:6.2). Three-stage models do not benefit from this additional layer. Further experi-
ments show that adding another non-optimizing layer does not bring any improvement to
any of those architectures, as well as changing the number of feature maps in the convo-
lutional layers. Throughout most of the experiments on Cifar-10, I applied the two-stage
architecture with one locally connected layer. The detailed procedure for this architecture
is as follows: The application of the first convolutional layer results in 32 feature maps of
the size of 32× 32 pixels for each image; Maximum pooling over the region of 3× 3 pixels
with the stride 2 halves the resolution to 16 × 16 pixels; The second convolutional layer
applies another 32 feature maps; The second pooling layer reduces the resolution to 8 × 8
pixels; The application of the locally connected layer results in 64 feature maps of the size
of 6× 6 pixels; Finally, this result is processed by the fully connected layer with 10 neurons
which is connected to the softmax output layer. The network optimizes the multinomial
logistic regression objective. The best network is able to achieve slightly less than a 21%
error rate.
Figure 6.2: Learning process of two-stage models: (left) without a locally connected layer;
(right) with a locally connected layer
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40 epochs 45 epochs
normalization within same map 25% 22%
normalization across map 22% 20%
combination of both 23% 22%
Table 6.3: Two-stage model with response normalization layers.
40 epochs 60 epochs
average pooling 29% 24%
maximum pooling 24% 22%
maximum pooling without pool overlapping 30% 26%
Table 6.4: Two-stage model with different pooling used.
Another possibility to improve the performance of a neural network is to optimize the
neuron activations by adding response normalization layers (sec:4.3). Experiments on net-
works with this optimization after each pooling layer show slight improvement (tab:6.3).
The cross map normalization further enhances the performance of my models. Normal-
ization within the same map and combination of both normalizations do not improve the
recognition accuracy. Models with these types of optimization typically achieve the perfor-
mance of models without the response normalization. The best model in these experiments
uses normalization across 6 feature maps with α, β parameters set to 0.001 and 0.75. I se-
lected α, β parameters according to existing models trained on Cifar-10 [13]. During these
experiments, I was forced to reduce the number of epoch to 45 because further training
typically resulted in smaller recognition rates.
Further experiments with different pooling techniques show that combination of max-
imum pooling with pool overlapping performs the best (tab:6.4). Networks with average
pooling tend to learn slower and are unable to be as accurate as maximum pooling net-
works. Pool overlapping affects performance greatly. Networks without this technique
perform considerably worse. Results on networks without pooling show that this technique
has a big impact on the recognition accuracy. In such networks, I use the stride larger than
1 to reduce the resolution. My models without pooling are able to reach a 32% error rate.
Previous experiments done [5, 12], propose using rectified linear units instead of logistic
units (sec:4.2.1). My experiments focused on this subject prove that training with logistic
units is considerably slower. Networks trained over 60 epochs with these units achieve a
72% error rate on average (tab:6.5). When extending the training to 120 epochs, the error
rate drops only about a several percent.
I extended my series of experiments which focus on the number of feature maps (tab:6.6).
Extending the number of filters (feature maps) for one-stage models does not increase the
performance. All such models perform similarly with 32, 64 and 128 filters. My two-
stage model with 32 feature maps further benefits from this capacity extensions. The
60 epochs 120 epochs
rectified linear units 26% 22%
logistic units 72% 70%
Table 6.5: Two-stage model with different neurons used.
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one stage two stages
40 epochs 60 epochs 40 epochs 60 epochs
32 64% 64% 16+16 35% 30%
64 65% 64% 32+32 31% 24%
128 64% 64% 64+64 29% 22%
Table 6.6: The comparison of models with a different number of filters.
Figure 6.3: Two-stage model with locally connected layer on Cifar-10: (left) learning pro-
cess; (right) learned filters
extended model is able to perform similarly with my default model, which contains an
additional locally connected layer. The computation on networks with many feature maps
is considerably slower.
6.2.1 Evaluation of experiments on Cifar-10
My first experiments show that two-stage and three-stage CNNs are a considerable solution
for the recognition on this dataset. One-stage models perform poorly and are unable to
improve with extended numbers of feature maps. The addition of a locally connected layer
to two-stage models allows them to perform equally with models containing three stages.
This initial model, which I use for the rest of my experiments, is able to reach a 22% error
rate. Alex Krizhevsky used a three-stage architecture with response normalization within
the same map and reached an 18% error rate on this dataset [13]. Logistic units prove to
be ineffective in all layers. Rectified linear units seem to be a superior choice. The cross
map normalization is able to improve my network performance up to a 20% error rate. The
Maximum pooling performs better than the average pooling. Scherer et. al. concluded
that the effect of pool overlapping is not significant, at least not on NORB dataset [26]. In
my case, making pool region overlaps helps significantly. Surprisingly, a network without
the pooling layers is able to perform around a 32% error rate on this dataset.
6.3 Caltech101
Caltech101 contains 9144 natural images of the size of approximately 300 × 200 pixels
[4]. The pictures are categorized into 102 categories (including additional an background
category); each one is containing on average about fifty images. The biggest categories are
planes, motorbikes and faces. Standard approaches on this dataset are using a fixed number
of images in each category for training and testing. Popular numbers of training images: 1,
3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30. Popular numbers of testing images: 20, 30. The best systems on this
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Figure 6.4: Random predictions on Cifar-10 dataset
dataset achieve above 65% classification accuracy [1]. The biggest challenge for systems on
this dataset is to deal with a small amount of training data. Pinto et. al. discuss some
issues connected to the recognition on this and other natural image datasets [23].
Figure 6.5: Example of pictures from Caltech101 dataset
6.4 Models on Caltech101
For my experiments I use 30 images for training and 20 images for testing from each
category. I do not include the additional background category. The dataset is divided into
three equally sized training batches with 1,010 images and one testing batch with 1,714
images. All the images are transferred into grayscale and their size is reduced to 60 × 60
pixels with preserved aspect ratios. This image scaling is needed due to computational
limitation. This makes 3,600 features in opposite to 3,072 (32 × 32 × 3) from Cifar-10
images. Networks are trained over 80 epochs. Further training typically does not improve
the recognition accuracy. During the last 20 epochs I use reduced learning rate by a factor
of 10.
The first experiments are focused on finding a suitable architecture for my CNN. Con-
volutional layers contain 64 feature maps. The filters in these layers use rectification as an
activation function and their size is set to 5 × 5 pixels. Max pooling operation with pool
overlapping is performed over a region of the size of 3 × 3 pixels with stride 2. For this
initial setting, two-stage models perform worse than models with three stages (tab:6.7).
Throughout the next experiments, I use a model with three stages. The detailed procedure
for a three-stage model is as follows: Applying the first convolutional layer results in 64
feature maps of the size of 60 × 60 pixels for each image; Maximum pooling then halves
the resolution of each feature map to 30× 30 pixels; The application of the remaining two
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60 epochs 80 epochs
two stages 75% 72%
three stages 77% 68%
Table 6.7: The comparison of models with a different number of stages.
60 epochs 80 epochs
normalization within same map 75% 71%
normazation across map 70% 66%
combination of both 75% 70%
Table 6.8: Three-stage models with response normalization.
stages on the previously computed features results in 64 feature maps of the size of 7 × 7
pixels. Finally, a feature vector is created by a fully connected layer with 101 neurons. This
vector is connected to my softmax layer. The network optimizes the multinomial logistic
regression objective.
Further experiments on networks with response normalization included after the first
and second pooling layers show a slight improvement (tab:6.8). The cross map normaliza-
tion has the biggest positive effect. The width of a cross map normalization is set to 8 in
both layers. The region for the optimization within the same map is set to 5×5 pixels in the
first layer and 3×3 pixels in the second layer. The parameter α is equal to 0.001 and β is set
to 0.75. This parametrization is selected according to the best models on Cifar-10 dataset
[13]. Experiments with other values of these parameters do not exhibit any improvement.
The networks with combined response normalization are contain the normalization within
same map first.
The performance of networks with average pooling is outperformed by networks with
maximum pooling (tab:6.9). Pool overlapping affects my performance greatly. The networks
without pool overlapping perform poorly, worse than the networks without pooling.
Other experiments are focus on the impact of textures on the recognition accuracy
(tab:6.10). I disabled the image grayscale conversion during the image preprocessing. Each
image then contains 10,800 features. The networks performance then decrease to 15%
recognition accuracy on average. Response normalization in this case helps equally as with
grayscale images. In most of my experiments cross map normalization tends to influence
more than normalization within the same map.
The augmentation of my training data by horizontal reflections of grayscale images does
not improve my recognition accuracy. The networks performance is about several percent
worse than on networks which are trained without augmented data. Reducing the number
of training samples from each class to 15 makes my models perform about 14% worse on
average (tab:6.11).
60 epochs 80 epochs
average pooling 76% 72%
maximum pooling 77% 68%
maximum pooling + no overlapping 92% 86%
Table 6.9: A model behaviour with different pooling used
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60 epochs 80 epochs
RGB images 90% 85%
RGB images + cross map 86% 82%
RGB images + same map 87% 84%
Table 6.10: Three-stage models on RGB images.
60 epochs 80 epochs
15 training samples 84% 81%
30 training samples 77% 68%
30 training samples + horizontal reflections 78% 72%
Table 6.11: Behaviour of three-stage models according to the size of the dataset.
6.4.1 Evaluation of experiments on Caltech101
The results of my initial experiments show that both two-stage and three-stage architectures
are considerable to be used on Caltech101. Throughout the next experiments, I use a three-
stage model which performed slightly better. This allows me to compare techniques used
on Cifar-10 with a different model. My best initial model without any optimization layers
is able to reach a 34% recognition accuracy. Further experiments show that this result can
be overcome by networks which contain response normalization layers. This optimization
typically improves my models by several percent. The best system with this optimization
is able to achieve a 37% recognition accuracy. Cross map normalization proves to be
more effective than normalization within the same map. Logistic units are ineffective in
comparison to rectified linear units. Networks with logistic units in convolutional layers
are unable to learn on this dataset. Results from the experiments with different pooling
techniques show that combination of maximum pooling with pool overlapping performed
the best. Average pooling performs worse than maximum pooling. Networks without pool
overlapping perform considerably worse. Extending my training data with their horizontal
reflections does not help. Surprisingly, a typical outcome of networks learned on augmented
data is about several percent worse than on networks without any data augmentation.
Horizontal reflections and other data augmentation tricks are used in the winning system
in ILSVRC-2012 [14]. Models trained with a halved training set are able to reach only 20%
of the recognition accuracy. Grayscale conversion proves to be an important preprocessing
step which significantly improves the accuracy of my networks.
Overall, my system performs similarly to other CNNs without any extensions. In com-
parison to the top two systems, my network recognition accuracy is very poor. Both are
able to achieve above the 65% recognition accuracy [1]. The first system uses a spatial pyra-
mid matching kernel based on SIFT features. The second system is uses a CNN extended
about learning from pseudo tasks . The unsupervised pre-training is known to significantly
improve the recognition accuracy on this dataset [25].
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Figure 6.6: Three-stage model on Caltech101: (left) learning process; (right) learned filters
Figure 6.7: Random predictions on Caltech101 dataset
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and future work
In this thesis I use CNNs for an object recognition in natural images. I successfully trained
CNNs on Caltech101 and Cifar-10 in purely supervised manner using Alex Krizhevsky’s
framework. The trained networks on Cifar-10 are able to recognize images with a 80%
recognition accuracy. The accuracy is comparable to the best systems trained on this
dataset. I reached a 37% recognition accuracy on Caltech101 which is equal to a non-
extended CNNs used on this dataset. The poor performance on Caltech101 is most likely
due to the lack of training data.
The thesis also experiments with a variety of techniques connected to the application of
neural networks in image recognition. Two-stage and three-stage CNNs are able to perform
well on Cifar-10 and Caltech101. The recognition accuracy of these networks can be further
improved by including response normalization layers. The experiments with logistic units
show their inefficiency in comparison to rectified linear units. The combination of maximum
pooling and pool overlaping proved to be the most efficient. Further experiments with data
augmentation on Caltech101 showed that adding horizontal reflections to images in training
set did not increase a CNN perfomance. Reducing training set to half of its size reduced
the recognition accuracy considerably. Grayscale conversion proved to be an important
preprocessing step.
The future development may consider extending the framework functionality. Large
neural networks could benefit from addition of the dropout. Ability to model cyclic graphs
enables us to create recurrent neural networks. Also it would be possible to use the effective
C++/CUDA implementation in order to create a real-time recognition application.
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Appendix A
CD content
The content of attached CD is:
• this thesis in PDF format and as a LATEX source code
• Alex Krizhevsky’s framework with additional data providers
• Cifar-10 and Calteh101 natural image datasets
• definition files for CNN architectures
• poster in PNG format
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Appendix B
Manual
Install Notes:
1. download and build the framework [13]
2. copy content of a source folder located in the attached CD into your framework
directory
3. run cifar.sh or caltech.sh to start training a predefined CNN
4. change neural network by changing cifar.sh or caltech.sh
5. customize neural networks by creating configuration files according to [13]
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Appendix C
Poster
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